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Harsha 15/5/2013

Dear DNC Registry,

1. Long back when I first read the initial proposal, there was a clause for businesses to use consumer phone numbers that they have 

obtained with consent. I would like to seek proposal

to opt out from such arrangements at any point of time (similar to unsubscribe in emails) when

the calls become persistent.

2. Ensure business/marketing calls from "private numbers" illegitimate. These are annoying and offer no way to complain or report 

unless attended to.

3. How would you handle a business that outsources the job of marketing calls to others? (Most likely some charities, financial 

companies use this route). Ensure these initiator companies are responsible but not those outsourced firms.

4. Despite opt-in or opt-out, if telecom providers offer a service that allows individuals to black-list certain numbers, a lot of annoying 

calls could be curtailed.

KW 16/5/2013

I like to feedback kindly have a clear point of contact whom we can find to lodge a complain if people sms or call us to spam over the 

phone. A rule without anyone enforcing it falls back to zero. Just like the Lemon Law for product and law that money lender cannot 

advertisement rule we must have a clear person to in charge and enforce all this. You all should come up with a website if people 

bleach the rules whom we can contact directly to complain like via email etc.

 

I personally like sms advertisement from Watson, Guardian, Maybank, DBS etc promotion but I hate those sms asking me to take up 

loans or view new housing condo launch. Can you all sub divide the type of sms advertisement we can choose not to receive like those 

view new housing launch, take up loans, insurance calls etc all this I dun like. 



Nicholas 

Choo 19/5/2013

It is correct that Do Not Call (DNC) should be implement from next year onwards. Such DNC system will allowing to stop the call which 

can lead to criminal activities, like sms on loanshark harassment or luckily draw scam. Therefore from Year 2014, the computer should 

have system that can block the number from calling in due to criminal activities, which mobile user should have account and password 

to block the call from the system, so that when they attempt to call will be get through unsuccessfully even from overseas, as DNC can 

be removed from the system manually should user wish.  Hence, this may work closely with Singapore Police Force (SPF) Technology 

Crime Investigations and Forensic Branch of Criminal Investigations Department (CID) on such issues that can protected being harassed 

by loan shark or luckily draw scam which occurred frequently. 

 

For businesses for some reasons, it is correct that should they wish to refrain from listening to the products that may considered can 

classified under DNC. It is because some businesses may not want to purchase their products or partnership due to their cost involved 

even due to cost constraint. Businesses have their right to decide whether should work closely with partnership or organizations a not 

due to certain infrastructure, like high demand by customers and balance of cost, etc., which this can be cope by businesses when 

partnership.


